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IB_B_UCEI_
A technique for electronically rotating the polarization basis of a
dual orthogonal-linear polarization radiometer has been successfully
demonstrated by investigators at the Georgia Institute of Technology. The
technique is based on the ;_%surGm_nt of tb_ first three feedhorn Stokes
parameters along with subsequent transformation of this measured Stokes
vector into a rotated coordinate frame (Gasiewski, 1990; Parks, et al,
1988; see also _ A). The technique requires an accurate measurement
of the _-oorrelation between the two orthogonal feedhom modes, for
which an innovative polarized calibration load has been developed.
The electronic technique can simplify designs of satellite-based
scanning polarized micr_mve imagers by electronically (rather than
mechanically) rotating the polarization basis of the radicmeter. For
scanning imagers, some means of rotation is required in order that the
feedhorn basis remain coincident with the Earth's vertical-horizontal basis
throughout the entire scan. Potential applications include the Defense
Meteorological Satel Iite Program (DMSP) microwave precipitation
instruments, the TRS_ Microwave Imager (TMI), the EOS Multifrequency
Imaging Microwave Radicmeter (MIMR), and airborne passive microwave
radicmeters for meteorological research.
The experimental portion of this investigation has consisted of a
proof-of-concept demonstration of the technique of electronic polarization-
basis rotation (EPBR) using a grcurd-based 90-_z dual orthogonal-linear
polarization radiometer. Practical calibration algorithms for ground-,
aircraft-, and space-based _ts have been identified and tested.
The theoretical effort has consisted of radiative transfer modeling using
the planar-stratified numerical model described in Gasiewski and Staelin
('1990).
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Activities sponsored by th/s grant at Georgia Tech during the period
from June 1, 1990 to November 30, 1991 include acquisition of required
hardware for the ground-based EPER demonstration instrument, construction
of all electrical and mechanical subsystems for the ground-based
demonstration unit, development of practical calibration algorithms,
ground-based experiments verifying the cc_ of EPER, and radiative
transfer calculations.
Briefly, the demonstration instrument consists of a 90-GHz dual
orthogonal-linear mode radiometer, modified to include an additional cross-
correlating channel (Figure i). The addition of this channel allows the
orthogonal-linear polarization basis of the radiometer to be rotated by any
desired angle. The radiometer is supplied by the NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center, and will be available for use at Georgia Tech through March, 1992,
and beginnLng again in June, 1992.
The cross-correlation d_%nnel is implemented as an adding correlator.
Relatively little hardware beyond that _ to implement a conventional
dual-polarization radiometer (i.e., without cross-correlation channel) is
required. This hardware consists of three microwave power
divider/combiners, a video detector and a video summing amplifier. In order
to measure the cross-correlating signal with minimal corruption by additive
radicmetric noise, the total gains (including IF, RF, and video) of all
channels n_ust be balanced, and the radic_etric noise frc_ the vertical and
horizontal channels _ be subtracted in the sunning amplifier (Gasiewski
1990).
An adjustable local oscillator (ID) _mse shifter was installed in one
of the two IO-mixer paths to allow precise adjustment of the cross-
correlation channel to measure either in-phase correlation (_) or
quadrature correlation (TV). The adjustable _hase shifter provides the
capability to measure all four Stokes parameters by switching the LO phase
by 90° .
An IBM PS-2 Model 30 o_puter with a Eeithley Metrabyte A/D converter,
digital I/O system, and stepper motor drive capability was configured to
provide temperature and radiametric data acquisition, instrument control,
and calibration capabilities. _he data acquisition and calibration software
were developed at Georgia Tech.
Tne measured responses of the three c_annels to a linearly polarized CW
source as a function of _ polarization angle are shown in Figure 2.
Tne data indicate good cross-correlation response, as seen by the 45-degree
phase shift of the U-channel response relative to the A- and B-channels.
Worst-case cross-polarization isolation for the A- and B-channels is
approximately 15 dB. Althc_gh this is _t low, it appears to be
acceptable for EPER. (It is noted that a 15 degree offset in the electric
field orientation relative to the Lnstrument's window mounting plate at the
co-polarized response maximum of the A-chanrm/ was observed. Tnis is
suspected to be caused by imperfect alignment of the radiometer's
orthogonal-mode coupler. Tne misalignment is not serious for this
investigation, since it remains constant. However, it should be accounted
for by other investigators using the GSFC 90-GHz instrument. )
B. Calibration Alqorithms
Tne radicmetric response of all three channels _ be known in order
to interpret the measured output voltages. A polarized calibration load
using hot and cold microwave absorbers and a polarization-splitting wire
grid (Gasiewski, 1990; Figure 3) was constructed for this purpose. The
configuration of the absorbers and grid w_re chosen to provide a precisely-
known polarized Stokes field to the feedhorn of the radicmeter.
Observations of this load at several angles of rotation allowed the gains
and offsets of all three d%annels (both orthogonal mode and cross-
correlation) to be meamlred.
In calibrating the radic_eter, four parameters must be determ/ned for
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each of the three channels: a prixm3ry gain, an offset, and two crosstalk
gains. Although the crosstalk gains should be zero, in practice they are
not and need to be determined for accurate EP_R. To determine the four
unknc_n parameters, an invertib!e gain/offset observation matrix m/st be
obtained for each channel. For example, let the output voltages of the U-
channe/ for N calibrat/on looks be given by the values vi, and let the
corresponding feedhorn Stokes' brightnesses be (TAi , TBi , TUi ). Tnese
values are linearly related by the U-channel gains (gUA, gUB, gUU) and
offset OU:
where ni is a radicmetric noise voltage. If the above matrix is rank four
(i.e., full row rank) and the noise standard deviation is small, then a
unique solution for the gains and offset exists. In principle, the
radicmetric noise can be reduced arbitrarily by increasing the integration
time of the calibration look or (equivalently) averaging over a number of
looks.
A rank-four c_zvation matrix can be obtained using four calibration
looks: three at the polarized load rotated to three appropriate angles
(e.g., 0,45, and 90°) and one at an additional unpolarized load. This
scheme was found to most convenient for laboratory experiments, and was
adopted. The additional view of an unpolarized load was acccmplished by
sliding a piece of rocm-temperature absorbing foam over the feedhorn.
The expected accuracies of several alternate schemes for calibrating
the instrument were also investigated. _he performance of each of these
schemes was analyzed usLng the matrix software package MATIAB. Each scheme
consists of a particular hardware configuration employing a polarized
calibration load and/or an unpolarized load viewed in a particular
calibration load viewing sequence. A calibration sequence consists of a
series of views of either an unpolarized load or a polarized load rotated
to predetermined angle.
l
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Indeed, the best simulated results are achieved using a calibration
scheme with a rank-four gain/offset observation matrix. Non full-rank
observation matrices and/or noise-co_ calibration looks are less
desirable for measuring the channel gains and offsets. For example, if the
calibration sequenoe is implemented by viewing only a simple two-
temperature polarized load, the crosstalk gains can not be unambiguously
determined. This is not to say that the crosstalk gains could not be
statistically determined, but this would require a-priori statistical
knowledge of the drift behavior of the hardware. _hus, the non-full rank
schemes are highly specific to the radiumeter hardware, and not generally
recommended.
Thus, for airborne or spaceborne applications, a view of an unpolarized
load (e.g., oold space) along with the simple two-temperature polarized
load during the calibration cycle is nearly essential. However, a slightly
more complicated three-temperature polarized load can provide nearly the
same results without the necessity of viewing an unpolarized load. Only a
polarizing wire grid need be rotated, thus minimizing mechanical
complexity. (A splash plate would also have to be inserted to allow the
feedhorn to view the calibration load.) _ scheme wDuld use one hot
calibration load (viewed by the polarization transmitted through the wire
grid) and two cold calibration loads (each viewed by the polarization
reflected frcm the wire grid). One of these two cold loads would typically
be an ambient-temperature blackbody (approximately 250 K9, and the other
could be cold space (2.73 K). A calibration sequence viewing both the
hot ambient and hot/space load oumblnations at a_prc_riate angles of the
rotating wire grid provide a full-rank gain/offset observation matrix.
Since only the wire grid need be rotated, the rotating mass is minimal, and
slip rings for electrical connections are t_z_cessaz_.
C. Ground-based DemonstratioD of EPER
The ability to calibrate an EP_R radiumeter and transform the feedhorn
brightness temperatures into the natural basis was successfully
demonstrated using outdoor observations of a reflecting water surface at
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near-Brewster angle (65°) incidence under clear-sky ccrditicns. For the
chosen incidence angle, the vertically and horizontally polarized
brightnesses differ significantly (TV'260 K, TH'135 K), causing a high
degree of polarization (m'0.32). A oonically-scanning mirror was configured
to sweep the radiometer beam across the water surface, thereby rotating the
feedhorn polarization basis relativ4 to the natural basis while maintaining
constant angle of incidence.
Results of a water surface scan are illustrated in Figure 4, along with
predicted brightnesses based on _ical radiative transfer calculations
(see also Apperdix B). _he transformed feedhorn brightnesses track the
predicted values well, as indicated by the nearly-constant values of TV,
_H, and U. Ideally, these would remain _t throughout the scan.
However, a small systematic error of less than 7 K was caused by mechanical
misalignment of the scan mirror and feedhorn axes. In practice, precise
alignment would eliminate this error. Other sources of d/screpancy between
the predicted and measured brightnesses include errors in the assumed
atmos_eric state, which was taken to be the US stardard atmosphere for the
purpose of this ccmparison.
D. Alternatives
As an alternative to EPBR and the associated calibration scheme,
another means of achieving electronic rotation of two orthogonal-linear
feedhorn modes was considered. _his ted%nique uses f_gnetic devices
based on the Faraday effect. _ese devices can provide selectable rotation
of orthog
onally-polarized circular wavegLdde modes in response to the strength of an
applied DC magnetic field. However, they have the following shortccmir_s
for radicmetric applications:
* The bandwidths are inherently small (1%). At least 2 G_z
bandwidths are desirable for rad/cmetric observations near
90 _4z.
* They are somewhat lossy (>i dB at 90 _£z), and hence reduce
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fradicmeter sensitivity.
* Practical Faraday rotators are currently unavailable for
frequencies above I00 GHz. (Future passive microwave Qbservations of
cirrus observations may reqlire polarized observations at frequencies
as high as 340 (_{z.)
* At best, Faraday rotators can be used only over a single radicmetric
band. This precludes their use in multiband feed systems, such as
SSM/I or _MI.
Tne EPSR technique ov_ all these limitations with minimal
hardware complexity and the added capability to observe both the third and
fourth Stokes parameters U and V.
E. Radiative Transfer Model
Most of cur efforts during the period of this grant have focussed on
the construction of hardware for the-grctmd-based demonstration instrument.
However, scme progress was made in upgrading the Georgia Tech MR_ numerical
radiative transfer model. This code, the original version of which was
written by the author at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1987,
is a comprehensive scattering-based numerical radiative transfer model.
CALvrently, the model incorporates scattering and absorption frc_ liquid and
frozen spherical hydrcmeteors. In order to interpret polarized microwave
brightness temperatures observed over precipitation, the model is being
upgraded to a_te aspherical liquid and ice particles.
The MRr numerical model uses an iterative (or perturbation) approach to
calculate the teniserature weighting functions for a planar-stratified
scattering and absorbing atmosphere. Hydrcmeteors are currently modelled by
Marshall-Palmer distributed liquid s_ and Sekhon-Srivastava
distributed joe spheres. To be useful in interpreting polarized microwave
brightness temperatures caused by as_ical hydrcmeteors, modifications to
the phase matrix, extinction matrix and absorption vector ccmputation are
required. Development of sub_ines to calculate these quantities for
planar-stratified distributions of prolate and oblate spheroidal
hydr, mmteors is ongoing.
For electrically small particl_, the Rayleigh-Gans approximation will
be used. For electrically large particles, an exact solution using
s_heroidal coordinates for the sca_ field of a single spheroidal
particle (Asano ar_ Sato, 1980) was imvestigated. However, two attributes
make this approach undesirable: (i) lack of reliable routines for
calculating the vector spheroidal wave functions required by this
formulation, and (2) the number of nested sun_ations required. The T-matrix
approach (Tsang, et al, 1985) is more desirable because the formulation is
based on the more familiar vector spherical modes, and the number of nested
mam_tions will be fewer.
A major prQblem in aspherical hydrcmeteor radiative transfer modelling
is determining realistic models of ice hydrcmeteor particle size, shape,
and orientation distributions, particularly within cirrus anvils and
thunderstorm tops. To this end, we are investigating a statistical
relationship between aspherical particle orientation and the local
atmospheric electric field. In order to minimize el_tic energy,
particles will preferentially align themselves with their longest axis in
the direction of the field (Stratton, 1941). _e resulting canting angle
distribution can be ccmputed using a Boltzman probability distr_ion.
The relationship between the local field and particle orientation has
been hypothesized to be the cause of observed changes in the phase delay
and depolarization of micr_4ave signals received fram satellite beacons
(Cox and Arnold, 1979). It is also plausible that polarized microwave
brightness temperatures could be used to identify regions of atmospheric
electrification, or vice-versa.
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_i_Are I. Block diagram of the three-<_%_Tel (TA, Tu, and TB) radiometer
used to implement electronic polarization basis rotation.
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Received Signal Strengths From a 90GHz Source with the
Polarization Vector Rotated in Excess of a Full Circle
(Factor of 5 Smoothing)
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Fiuure 2. Responses of auto- and cross-co_atic_ channels to a 90-GHz CW
source as a function of the polarization angle _ of the sctlroe.
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Fiqure _. Schematic of the polarized load used to calibrate the cross-
correlating radiometer.
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Fiqure 4. Results of r_ar-Brewster angle conical scans of a highly
polarizing water surface. 2he _ TA, TU, and T B are the measured
feedhorn brightnesses; TV, TH, and U are the resulting transformed
brightnesses in the Earth's vertical-horizontal basis. 2he brightnesses
predicted using a numerical radiative transfer model are illustrated by the
heavy lines.
CONCLOSIONS AND _CCN_I%TIONS
Tne results of the calibration experiments and water scans effectively
demonstrate that EPBR is a practical alternative to mechanical rotation of
a dual-polarization radiumeter about its feedhorn axis. Applications of the
technique include both conical and cross-track scanning instruments,
although the cross-track _ benefits less since polarization
information is typically not useful at observation angles less than 30 °
frcm nadir. For an instrument designed to measure all four Stokes
parameters, the EPSR technique has a decided advantage, since switching
between measurements of U and V requires only a single iO phase shift.
Our _tions with respect to EPBR and its applications are
fourfold:
(i) It would be interesting to commence ground-based observations of
polarized microwave emissions frcm precipitation oells. Such observations
could be used to investigate correlations between oriented ioe particles
and thunderstorm electrification. To support this investigation, a two-axis
imaging scanhead is being planned for use with the 90-GHz ground-based
radicmeter. To complement the passive meamlrements, coir_ident downlink
scintillation and depolarization _ using a satellite beacon
(e.g., ACTS) are being considered. Tne local electric field strength can be
measured using an electric field mill probe. The results of coincident
passive, active and electric field measuremer/cs could provide an i_proved
understarding of propagation through regions of oriented ice particles,
particularly thunderstorm anvils.
(2) To provide polarized high resolution images of precipitation cells
as would be observed from a satellite, the implementation of an aircraft-
based imaging radiometer with EFSR is _ed. Two practical options
might be considered. _he first is a modification of the Advanced MicTowave
Precipitation Radiometer (AMPR) to include EPBR. (A proposal describing
suggested EPER modifications has recently been submitted by the authors of
13
this report to the contract monitor at NASA_FC.) This would be a
relatively inexpensive means of adlieving broadband dual-polarization
imaging capability, but suffers from twD non-critical problems. First, the
mechanics of retrofitting the AMPR with suitable polarized and unpolarized
loads will be difficult due to the space restrictions. Second, the
resulting cross-track scanned images wDuld exhibit useful polarization
information only near the ends of the scan.
A second option (albeit more expensive) is to construct a new
conically-scanned _ based on EPER for flights cn either the NASA
DC-8 or ER-2. Suggested frequencies include window channels at 18, 37, 90,
155, 220, and 340 GHz. The _ w_uld be particularly useful for
studying polarized emissions from electrified thunderstorm anvils and thin
clouds over water backgrounds. By virtue of its conical-scan imaging mode,
such an instrument could also provide accurate underflight data for the
SSM/I, _MI, and MIMR instruments.
(3) Measur6ment and interpretation of the full Stokes vector over a
wave-covered water surface at Qblique vi_ing angles will provide
information needed to optimize remote sensing techniques for ocean surface
winds. Under appropriate conditions, it has been shc_n to be possible to
remotely sense the direction of propagating gravity or capillary waves on
the water surface, thereby providing a Eeasurement of surface wind
direction (Wentz, 1991).
To further investigate the potential ability of a satellite-based
conically-scanned radiometer to remotely sense ooean surface wind
direction, we _ _ using the 90-GHz ground-based
instrument observing a simulated wave-covered ocean surface. Thus, the
sensitivity of the Stokes' parameters TV, TH and V to wave direction can be
investigated. All of these parameters can be measured simultaneously using
the 90-GHz ground-based radiometer provided that the LO _k3se at one of the
two mixers is shifted by 90°. This can currently be done manually.
Simulated ocean wave models of various heights and periods can be
constructed from a low-loss, low-dielectric constant matrix (e.g., open-
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cell foam) saturated and covered with oceanic saline. In this manner, the
emissivity of an ocean wave in the gecmetric optics limit can be studied in
detail as a function of observation angle.
A means for electronically (as opposed to manually) shifting the LO
phase in order to facilitate fast, reliable switching of a spaceborne EPHR
radiometer frcm the U _t mode to the V mode should also be
demonstrated. Tn/s can be accumplished using ferrite switched circulators.
(4) In order to interpret aircraft- and ground-based thunderstorm and
simulated ocean wave observations, it is _ed to continue the
polarized radiative transfer modelling ccam_nced during this grant. Tnis
modelling emphasis has two _ts: (A) millimeter-wave radiative
transfer modelling within oriented needle- and plate-shaped ice crystals
using an ellipsoidal particle model, and (B) reflectivity and emissivity
modelling of lossy periodic surfaces, in particular, capillary and gravity
ocean surface waves, viewed at oblique angles.
Our specific reccmmerdation is to upgrade the Georgia Tech MRT
numerical code. The overall goal will be to use tb_ model to interpret the
experimental data, and to develop passive microwave retrieval algorithms
for cloud and precipitation parameters, and ooean surface wind direction.
Aspherical R_ calculations will be essential in developing precipitation
parameter retrieval methods using polarized mi_ve observations, and
interpreting both airborne and ground-based polarized microwave
observations. We also _ investigation of the hypothesized
relationship between polarized microwave brightness temperatures caused by
frozen hydrca_teors and the local atmo_ic electric field. An additional
useful capability would be full Stokes vector calculations (i.e., all four
parameters) over a wave-covered ocean surface.
critical in investigating the ocean surface
capabilities of full-polarization passive
This upgrade will be
wind--ion sensing
microwave brightness
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A Technique for Measuring Vertically and Horizontally
Polarized Microwave Brightness Temperatures
Using Electronic Polarization-Basis Rotation
A.J. Guiewski
School of E]ectrica] Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology, At]ant&, GA 30332-0250
_A combined htrdwart Qd mr•wart toclmique i,
dmcribed for the memnmm_nt of the vertically sad horizontally
pcdsrbed components of the stnmepheri¢ _,ve bri|htnem
tempersture st arbitrary scan *nile* mdng • lxed-feed dual.
polsr_stisa ¢onirad or ¢a_m-tr,_ *canner. The tecJufique is sa
implementation of edectro=ic polarisation bern rotttim, and is
facilitated by the ¢orrelati_ of the in-phue tmpUtudm of two
orthogonld lin_rlyopol_d f1_lhorn modm A linear minimum
mean-squ_r estimator is 8ubsKluentJy uJed to infer the ver-
tical •_d borizontld brightnem_ from the rscUometer outputs. A
practical hardware configurstioa sad cslibrstion scheme is pre-
mted.
The tw.hnique is partic_arly uNftfl for p,_,ive microwave
prscipitation parameter rstrievsl using spsceborne or airborne
conicLi ace_ners. The ultimst, perform_ce of the technique de-
pends on the calibration of the receiver sad balancing of the
radiometer channels. Laboratory sad s/rcrdt flight tats of dec-
trunk polarization buis rotation art plsaned.
Key Words- radiometer, polarization, microwave, precipi-
t_tiau.
Recent invmtlgatious into pamjve micrmvsve remote ecns-
in| of precipitati_ have eugsmted that the difference between
the verticaJ]y and horisonta/ly polarized brightnem tempers•urn
contain useful information concerning the intensity of precipitl-
•ion over ocean [1,2], sad pomib|y, the prmence of upheric_
pLrticlmin the cell top IS]. "/'bepolarisstion di_erlnce can also
be used u an aid ia detecting snow cover sad _stinl
between lsad sad wster backgrounds [4].
For the t, rrmtrid tropcepber, sad lower 8tr_ephere, sad
for f_qmmcim at which non-r_cipt_'_l proptgstion eff_-ta cmumd
by the garth'e magnetic field can be neglected, only the vertical
sad horisonts] Stokes' parameter brightnem temp4raturm (Tv
sad Tm) are non-Rro. Hence, it is _ppropriat4 to dmigu earth-
probing instrument, to memm_, st most, them two pLrsm_m_.
Becsu_ the V - H polarisation heal# roquirm a mimind number
of non-s_ro parameters (_) to uniquely dmcribe the rsdistion
lidd, it b termed the _stttrd" polarisation b_is.
2. M_mu_m_t d Tv sad Ts
Ideally, the pol_tion buis of sa ,irborne m"rpaceborne
dad linsarly-lmlm-isnd radiometer should coincide with the natu-
ral polarisstlon buis, 8o that the two radiometer chsanel outputs
will be (upon proper calibration) Tv sad T_. Unfortunately,
the nwd to in_ge extended s_gions of the stn_rphere by phys-
kally scanning the safe•ha beam makm it di_cuh to build _n
instrument which r, taimJ polarization coincidence with the nat-
ural ba_ st every •pot. Cunsider twv common _a_uer config-
urations for pamive microwave ima4m$: conic_d sad crom-tr_sk.
The conical scsaner is typically cousi_t_ of sa Off-LvJ parabolic
satdenna rotting s_out the foedhorn axis, tb,,. m_eping the in.
t,nan bum through a _ne-,haped swath. The crom-track _can-
net couists of, rotating _ mirror oriented 45" with rmpect
to the feedhorn axis. The rmtdtinl wedge- shaped _wath is typl-
r.s]]y oriented trsazver_ to the motion of the platform, yielding
It ruter tcsa below t_e ffi|bt track.
la their aimplmt configurstiou, both cenical and crcm-
track _ers employ • feed_or_ Led rigidly to the instrument
platform. For dull linearly-polarised feedhoras, t_ r_ults in
the feedhoru polari_stion baals roasting (with rmpect to the nat-
ure/ iumis) during UIe scsa. The angular difference # between
the two beecs is termed polarixation bsai_ skew (the two hens
coincide at + = 0). To obtain s_ro polm'iz•tion skew at all _c_n
smglm, the foedhorn might be mechsaicsdly rotated Idong with
the I_._nning reflector. However, _lipsment d the foedhorn _nd
nstura] polarization bum by mw.hsaical rots•ion is both cum-
bmome sad expensive.
A_ suggmt_ by P_rk_ et d. [5] for the conical scanner, •
more dmiruble way to elJmin_e the polarization skew through-
out the scsa b to employ sa inexpensive fixed-feed oc4nner, and
to dactroaically rotst_ the polarisation buis. The l/aur trtn_-
for•ration of brightnem temperstu_e _ from the natural pdtr-
Lsation buis to fmdhoro temperstm_ _1 in the instrument's
poh._m_tinn Imds is:
[-.-.,-.](°)o
. _(_).Y (z)
where T/_ = P_(£a_) ;"the e.rom-correlstim between the two
ortbogontl linearly polarised feedhora modm (A sad B), and
iJ tainted to the ,c_n sash. la practice, the meamu_ v_due of
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_! (denoted _/) is corrupted by additive instrument nobe due
to cs]bratiou errors sad finite integration time:
_S "* P(_')" Y + Kr (2)
With electronic polarisation buiJ rotatinn, the brightness
tomperatures in the naturs] bugs are intimated using the meb-
sured brightn_Ns in the fm, dborn bsm. The intimation of Tv
and Tz sn facilitated by the _t d T/v s]ong with
• TIA ud TIS. We Kldrsm three imum concerning the pre_ti-
ca/implemeut_on of electronic pol_sation besis rot_tim on
both u_m-tr_k sad conics] _nnm: 1) the hardware conBg-
uration of a T_-cbsanel exhibiting sccspt_bly mmdl aomts]k
and instrument noise. 2) c8/ibrt_ion of the T/o-chs_nel, 3) an
_lgnrithm for estimating the b rigbtnmm vect_ _ in the naturs]
b6m from the mesmm_ data _t! in the feodborn tmu.
Fig. 1 illustrates a prectics] conBgurstion of microwave
sad analog hardware for the meuurement of the throe compo-
neuts of_y. The radiometer consists of • single superheterodyne
down-conversion 8t_e for e4cb of two channels A and B, and
a crcm-correlating chsanel U. The phue ehih A4) is _ljustod
to cancel say RF path-length dLfferencm between the A and B
channels. Square-law detectors sad integrators provide voltage
outputs proportions] to the mgns] power in the r_pective inter-
ss_diate frequency (IF) channels.
To implement the U-chsanel, the A sad B IF Jigns]J are
added prior to detection. The output voltage vector _ is thus
related to the fsedhorn temperatures by:
_JD : 0 IJm 0 • T/! + oa + K,
gap g_v guu T/v ou
= |_s+_+1, (s)
where I sad _ are instrument gain sad offset parameters, rmrpec-
tively, and F_ ffi _ S_. is the instrument noise referred to the video
outputs. Upon ca/ibration, the fsedborn brightn .m temperatures
lure 8ubeequently found from the output voltages;
_l = 1-' (_- _) (4)
In order to detect the relatively small _rrelation
signs] T/v in the preoence of abe larger signs]0 T/A sad T/a, the
video outputs of the A sad B chsanek are subtr,-'ted from the U-
channel video output. Provided that the tots] IF _md video gai-.
smo¢.iated with the power splitters, square-law detecton, sad
integrators ire matched to within -. 0.5 dB, the gain parameters
I,w ud I_v will be mns]l compared to l_.v (thtm minimising
_romtalk), sad the ingrun_mt nome ST will be nse_ly white,
with covariane.e:
wh_e ? is the identity matrix, sad (.)' is the trtaspooe operator.
The noi_ standard deviation is:
Tlys
• T " _ (6)
where T#rs is the r/_em noise t4mporatum (receiver p]u_ sa-
t4m=a), W is the IF bandwidth, sad • is the effective integration
time. h, prscti_, bs]ancing is accomplished by video sad IT
component matching sad therms] stabilisation.
Calibration of all chaanels can be sccompllsbed using •
polarised csgbration &vice (Fig. 2) amaiating of _wo highly.
td_eorbing mlctowaw blar_body loads and a polarisation-splitting
wire grid. One Joadis cooled to a low kinetic t, mperature Tcorv,
•-,d theother _ tos high temperature T_o_r, where Thor -
TcoLv '_ SO K. The wire 8rid combines the two load bright-
nero tomperaturm into two orthogonel- linear polaris_tious. Each
brigh_nem temperature is pt_.isely c_lculable from therazouple
or thermbtor _ts of Tzor sad Toot.v, along witb ,_
priori knowledge of the wire grid transmlmiou and reflection co-
off_cim_ts [6], the load emimiou sad bistatk acattm_g properties,
ud tl_ load bschground brightnmm tmnperaturm,
By rotating the device about the fm_lborn Lxls, the rs-
dion_ter fsed can be ilium/hated by s set of known, linearly
independent brightumm temparature v_ors. In practice, oboer-
rations would be made at four vs]ues of the load angle a: 0_,
45", 90", sad 125', The four U-chsanel ob_rv_ons are related
to the load temperaturo, by:
_(,, ffi0'1
_o(a ffi 4S')
(o = w)
,_(_ ffi_sso)
T_or _roo_
Zsc__*_T=m.u
Tco#_:
TRn_.+T_n
),ffi_,,+
0
r_o, 0
Tu,',_.+T,',n_n
*
l . ge_
1 _vu JI ov
(7)
6. Expected Performsace
A linear estin_tor is used to infer _ from the noisy me•-
lUremente 71:
where (.) is the ,gatbtics] mun. Using a _m msan-,quffire-
error (_VfSE) criterion, the optimum _E mtimator is:
where _r"r is the cov_sace m_trin for the brighmm vector
in the naturs] bask. The musurement error covarisace matrix
_mm:
= (7- '_P)_rr(7- _P)' + _,..-,._' (xo)
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Pig. $ ,bows LlvlMSE calculations of the exp_e_ errors
in _v, _I, md _v-m • _r - _I u * function of # for. typical
amice/ ecann_. The calculations .mum, ur ffi I K, . ,tan*
d*rd deviation of 50 K for the vertkal and horizontal brigbtn_m
tmmpm_urm, and • standard deviation of T K for the v.rtical-
borisontd brigbtum difference Tv-! • Tv - Tit:
_ = _47s_ 2500 0 In)
0 0 0
Tbme statist_ m ezpect_ for conical _ with ~ 45" half-
none tail** [2]. The radical and borisontal ,lectrlc £ald, ,re
mmun, d to be uncorrelat.d (7'_ ffi 0), which is .quivalent to the
mumptiou th_ the V - H b_is is the natural buis.
Calcu]ation/of the expected mesdurement error using the
LM]_E es_n_tor were performed for fixed-lead dual*pol*ris_on
radiometers conJzured both with ('S-p*rLmetor') and without
(°2-p-ram•nor') the U-chonnel (Fig. $). The electronic peltries-
rio• bad, rotation technique nggests significantly smaller met.
mxrement m-rots in _v, _R, and the difference _V-/Y them pro-
,ible using • fixed-feed dual-pol*risod rmliomecer without the
U-channel. Tbe improvement is particularly striking for pol*r-
isttio• skew angles near 45". With the electronic technique, the
meuurement error is prectical]y independent of _, and hence,
independent of the _am position within the co•iced swath.
For a crom*trsck scanner, the antenna beam is oriented
over • range of otmervttion angles (typically _rom nadir+45" to
n,ctir-45") during the scan. Near nadir, the bright•ms difference
Tv-n drops to zero, (i.e., Tv and Tn become indistinguishable).
The correlation between Tv and Tll u a function of observa-
tion angle 0 (meuured with rmpect to nadir) can be modelled
approximately by:
Rr_r,, ffi _47s.s + _4.sco,(2_) (12)
This relation*hip hu been incorporated into the LMMSE estim*-
tot. Amuming th_ the nmiir,/•canner spot ham a pol*rization
nkew angle 0 = 45", smaller muaurm_nt re'mrs in _v*J rmu]t
Mar 0 = 45" the in the cue of the conical oc4nner (Fig. 4,
"3-p*rsmete_). However, since the nadirs/ Tv - TB corrals-
tion can sd,o be exploited using t conventionld dusd-pol*rized r.-
diem•tar (with no U-channel) and a LM_SE estimator (Fig. 4,
"2-p*rsmeter'), a mealier reduction in error is realized by the
addition of the U-cht_ne] to a crc_-treck _4_ner than when
added to • conical ecLnner.
Bec.tme of potential _pplic.tiou ia conical and crom-
tr.rA ec_nniq microw_e pr*cipitatio• rml]om, t_rs, we plan to
prow the concept of electronic pol*r/zation rotation through both
labore_ory .ad sir=_ expw_nn_tJ. Our is_oratory tat will ume
the NASA Godd*rd Spacl FUSht Center', 92-GHs dual-polm_med
fixed-base r_ometer. O_erall performance will be judged us.
Lug Bmwet4r.angle oboer_tions of * warm. mu4'ace, which ex-
b'bita m_ong, predict,bin microw,v_ pol,rizatio• cb*r,cteristic_.
Pending favorable laboratory rmuh,, we have propmed to imple-
ment the tochnlque on the 85-fJh chsnnel of the NASA Mar-
•hall Space Flight Center's Advane._d Microwave Precipitation
Radiometer (AMPR). The AMPR is • crom-_r_ck micromave
sce_ner con61_ured for operation on bm.-d the NASA ER-2 high-
altitude _ircrdt with channels st I0, 19, ST, and S5 GHz. Al-
though the error reduction ttt_nabk using electronic pol*riza-
t_on bedis rotation on a cro_trar.k *canner is not u ]*rge u that
,ttamable on • conical K4muer, it is uonethe]em l*r|e enough to
be umful.
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Filure 1: Block diszrsm of • prLctlcsd 3-chamnel (T/x.T/j. snd
T/l.,) r_liome_er to implement electronic pollLrization blab rots-
lion.
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leiluN $: Compm4_on of expect_l errors for a conical _Luner ena-
ployin| LMMSE polarisstion basis rotstion without (2-pLrLn_e-
t_') =rid with (3- p_smeter) informstion from the U-chsnnel.
Error mtim_t4 curvm ,we shown for n_um_.m_atJ of Tv (or
alUl,alt_tl_, Tz) ud Tv - T_r.
leiljure 4: Coml_vi_n d exl_t4d erron for • cr0m-trs_.k _ctnner
mnployinl LMMSE polm'isation basis torsion without (?,-p_rtrn-
¢_r) Lad with (_-l_r_meter) information from the U-cbtnnel.
Erro_ m_imstm in shown for mewarements d Tv (or _luivs-
ie_dy, Tz) and 7'1,- Tz. The LMMSE estimator use. tbe corre-
lation between 2'v _nd 711 st scan _n$1u ueu nadir (i,e., skew
angles near 4S').
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Laboratory Demonstration of
Electronic Polarization Basis Rotation
A.J. Gasiewski, D.B. Kunkee
School of Electrical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta GA, 30332-0250
Summary
In microwave Earth remote sensing, it is often desirable to build
passive imaging radiometers with dual orthogonal-linear polarization sen-
sitivity. The additional information obtained by observing both vertically
and horizontally polarized brightness temperatures can be used to im-
prove estimates of rainfall, water vapor, and ocean surface winds, and
to enhance the detectability of sea ice. However, in order to retain co-
incidence between the radiometer feedhorn's polarization basis and the
Earth's vertical-horizontal basis, previous mechanically-scanned imager
designs have required that the feedhorn and associated receiver electron-
ics be physically rotated along with the sc_mning mirror. This is both
cumbersome and expensive.
By measuring the first three feedhorn Stokes parameters (TA, Ts,
and Tv), the measured Stokes vector can be transformed into any desired
basis, including the natural basis defined by the local vertical and hori-
zontal directions. The technique is called "Electronic Polarization Basis
Rotation" [1]. A practical implementation of EBPR was proposed by
Gasiewski [2], whose scheme included a polarized calibration load. In this
article, we report the first successful demonstration of a well-calibrated
polarization correlation radiometer with EBPR capabilities.
The radiometer (depicted schematically in Figure 1) is a 90-GHz
dual orthogonal linear polarization unit with three outputs: one for each
of the two orthogonal polarizations (v, and vb) and a cross-correlation
channel (vu). The v_ channel is formed by an adding correlator with the
addition of a post-detection summing circuit. This circuit removes the
relatively large signals caused by the squaring of the IF voltages in each
of the channels A and B. The result is three signals that axe linearly
related to the first three feedhorn Stokes' parameters:
U=_ Tv +5+. (1)
TB
where IYrepresents the three video output signals from the radiometer
depicted in Figure I, _ and # are the instrument gain and offset pa-
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rameters, and W is the instrument noise referred to the video outputs.
Dicke-switching is used to reduce the effects of receiver gain and offset
fluctuations. The phase difference of the local oscillator signal at each
mixer was nulled using a phase shift A_0. In addition the path length
of the two IF signals was equalized to well within a correlation length
lc ,'.. vv/W, where vp is the phase velocity, and W is the bandwidth
(Figure 1).
The parameters _ and # ale needed to convert the measured voltage
data into feedhorn brightnesses. However, both _ and # remain stable
only over a time scale of minutes, and thus need to be periodically esti-
mated. Moreover, interchannel crosstalk (indicated by nonzero diagonal
elements in _ occurs. For example, imperfect adjustment of the sum-
ruing circuit causes the off-diagonal elements in the second row of _ to
be nonzero. Similarly, polarization crosstalk causes the off-diagonal ele-
ments in the first and third rows of _ to be nonzero. The measured cross
polarization rejection was approximately 15 dB.
A calibrationprocedure employing a unique polarized calibration
load (Figure 2) was successfullyused to estimate allelements in _ and _.
The procedure requiresan observationof the calibrationload assembly at
three unique valuesof a in addition to an observationof a non-polarized
load. Four differentobservations(each resultingin 3 measured values)are
required to achieve an observationmatrix of fullrank enabling estimation
of alltwelve elements in _ and _.
Once _ and _ have been determined, the feedhorn brightness tem-
peratures (71) can be estimated from the video outputs,
Ts
(2)
The value of _! isthen used to estimate 7, the three Stokes parameters
in the Earth's vertical-horizontalbasis [I]:
U = sin(2¢_)
T,_ sin_(ob)
-_ sin(2@) sin2(@)
cos(2_) - sin(2_b)
½ sin(2_) cos2(@)
(3)
where @ isthe polarizationskew angle as shown in Figure I.
Near Brewster-angle observations of a water surface using a coni-
cally scanned mirror demonstrate the abilityto rotate the polarization
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basis, that is to obtain _ from _1. A conical scan was performed with
an observation angle of 65 ° with respect to vertical (nadir) at a height
of a few feet over the water surface. To continuously observe _ during
the scan, (3) was evaluated using values of _ determined by the scan-
ning mirror orientation with respect to the feedhorn basis. Under these
conditions, _ remains constant while _! changes significantly due to the
polarizing nature of the water surface. The results of the experiment
are shown in Figure 3. The predicted value of T based on radiative
transfer calculations appears as the solid straight lines in Figure 3. A
small systematic error (< 7 K) caused by mechanical misalignment of the
scan mirror and feedhorn axis is noticeable in the graph of T_ and Th.
Otherwise, rotation of the feedhorn brightnesses is straightforward; the
rotated brightnesses track the calculated vertical and horizontal bright-
nesses well.
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Figure 3: Scan of a fresh water surface using the 3-channel radiometer.
The parameters TA, Tv and 2"8 are the measured feedhorn brightness
temperatures; T., Ts and U axe estimates of the brightness temperatures
in the Earth's vertical and horizontal basis. The predicted values of T.
and Th from a numerical radiative transfer model axe illustrated by the
heavy straight lines.
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